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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII

“Virtuous monks, when I state that there are no dharmas outside, the stu-
dent does not comprehend and immediately tries to find understanding within.
He sits down cross-legged with his back against a wall, his tongue glued to the
roof of his mouth, completely still and motionless.    This he takes to be the Bud-
dha-dharma of the Patriarchal School.    That’s all wrong!

"“If you take the state of motionlessness and purity to be correct, then you
are recognizing the darkness of avidya as master.      This is what a man of old
meant when he said”    ‘Fearful indeed is the bottomless black pit!’    If on the
other hand you recognize motion to be correct, since all plants and trees can
move, must they then be the Way?

“Thus ‘motion is the wind element; motionlessness is the earth element.’
Motion and motionlessness both are without self-nature.     If you try to seize it
within motion, it takes a position within motionlessness.      If you try to seize it
within motionlessness, it takes a position within motion.

Like a fish hidden in a pool,
Smacking the waves as it leaps from the water

Virtuous monks, motion and motionlessness are merely two kinds of states.
It is the non-dependent man of the Way who utilizes motion and utilizes motion-
lessness.”

The portion that we have just read doesn’t seem to have anything particu-
larly difficult about it.    But, when you really get in to it you can see that there’s a
deep issue involved, a difficult issue involved.    I often hear you say, “I under-
stand your words, but I don’t understand your meaning.”    Today’s text is sort of
an example of that.      There’s nothing difficult  about the characters,  the words
themselves, but when it comes to actually trying to practice it, well, that’s quite
difficult.     That’s why those that are senior in this path ask, “Don’t listen with
your ears, but rather listen with your belly button.”

Rinzai uses the words of ancient  people,  people who were previous to
himself in order to elucidate his teaching, now, when he says, “A person of old
spoke,” who would that have been?    So, this ancient person, whoever that may
have been spoke about the state of the source as this state of being like a black
hole,  this  profound still  deep black hole.      Something that  you can’t  get your
hands on, you can’t touch it.    Is it possible for you to touch this?    

The state of the source, as I’ve explained, is the state before this world
arises, before there is any sentient being.    In the state of the source there is no
world of the past, there is no world of the future, there is no world of the present.
Of course it cannot be touched, it cannot be grasped.    How can you grasp some-
thing before you exist.    But, smart people can describe it.    They can say this or
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that about it.    And when you start to bring up the source, as Rinzai says, this is a
very scary thing.    But, really there’s nothing to be frightened of in the source.    

So,  if  you encounter  the  source,  if  you bump against  the  source,  how
should your eyes be open?    Isn’t it true that right now we are appearing mani-
fested from that source?    What Rinzai is trying to tell us is that we’re born here
now, but we can know, it is possible for us to know the state that precedes birth.    

Now, the state of the source in Tathagata Zen is described as zero.    That’s
one convenient way, if we want to talk about it in a convenient way we can call it
zero.    Among the students that come to initially practice Zen there are distinc-
tions; the superior, the middling, the inferior, but for those that have some real
spirit that they would like to study Zen we give the koan, “In that instant (bam!)
how did you manifest  yourself  as sound? (When you heard that sound, where
were you!)”    Where did you go?    Did you go to heaven?    Did you go in to the
earth?    The state of the source, I remind you, is the state before heaven and earth
separate.    So it’s scary, really scary.    

And, what the ancient called this dark pit, that’s fine as it is.    That source
is just as it is.    This is a beautiful way that Rinzai talks.    This is this.    (Bam!)
There’s no way to put your hand on it.    If you understand this you’ll understand
where you went when you heard that sound.    

And so Rinzai continues, continues to explain, breaking things down into
a detail, easy description for the students.    If you think that is it, in other words
that means what you have made an object of, if you think that sound is it, then this
is a grave mistake, Rinzai says.    This is neither other nor self.    It’s neither that,
nor you.    If we want to say that there is an absolute, if want to say that there is an
almighty, then that almighty would neither be self nor other, it doesn’t belong to
self or other.    And if we want to further personify that absolute, and call it God,
then God is not self, neither is God other.    

In the world of the human, in other words, we have a separation of subject
and object.    But, this God is then neither subject nor object.    I think you have
certainly heard from all the religions, they say the same thing, “God is with us.”
And certainly it is the case that God is with all of us.    But, as long as we insist
that we exist (on the “I am” self) then we also see the world of objects.    So the
thing that you have to really acknowledge clearly is that when one stands in the
perspective of self existence, thinking “I am” the God that is with you at that time,
that is the subjective God, that is not the objective God.    But in the world of the
objective, objective things, God is with objective things too.      God is with the
flowers, God is with the beautiful women and the handsome boys that are your
objective world.    But what Rinzai asks us to clearly open our eyes to is the fact
that the God that is with one subjectively, and the God that is with other objec-
tively, these are not the complete God, so the complete God is not with you.    

Lots of students (in America) say, “God is before me.”    They really have
alot of nerve (really are impudent) to talk that way.    When nervy (cheeky) people
like that come in front of me I’d like to slap their face and kick their butt.    But, I
think you’d call the police.    I’d get busted and hauled in to court.    So, I can’t ed-
ucate you the way I’d like to.    In America I can’t do that kind of education tech-
nique.    
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Unless the subjective God and the objective God unite you cannot have
complete God.    Fathom this truth.    Don’t talk nervy, don’t talk brazenly (impu-
dently).     If you’ve understood that, then we can end the teisho right here and
now.    But I suspect you want to hear something, so just as Rinzai speaks more
and more, so I must speak more and more.

If you think that sound (bam!) is that, this is the mistake.    It’s okay to say
“that is a sound,” but don’t get caught in the “thatness” of the sound. (The mistake
is to recognize the sound as something other than your self).    So, if you under-
stand that sound, then you understand that all plants know how to move.    What
Rinzai is saying is that human beings say, “That is a sound,” but a plant doesn’t
say “That is a sound.”    In other words, to say “That is a sound,” is not the real an-
swer.

Rinzai  presses  the  student  (“Must  they  then  be  the  Way”  meaning,  )
“When you say that is a sound,” the self that says “That is a sound,” is that a true
self or a false self, which is it?!”    Look at the sun, look at the moon, look at a
pine tree, look at a bird, and then if you’re asked, “What is that?”    How will you
reply?    If you say that that’s the sun, the moon, the pine tree, the bird, this is a
human answer, it’s not a complete answer.    So that’s what makes this difficult.
So, what is truth anyway?

What Rinzai is teaching us is that what is truth is the source, and in the
source there is no past, present, and future.    Now a self is born from a source as
I’ve explained so many times, but that self is only an authentic self when it mani-
fests the state of the source.    

According to Tathagata Zen the purpose of human life is to manifest the
wisdom which understands the state of the source.    But, if one were to become
attached to the state of the source that would be the negation of the human world.
Therefore it is also necessary for us to manifest the wisdom that clearly compre-
hends the principle that is responsible for the arising of a sense of our individual
self (birth of the self).    So, what we could call Zen practice is this back and forth
practice.    The practice of going back to the source, the practice of coming forth
from the  source  (manifesting  the  wisdom which  knows  these  two  functions).
This severe practice is what we mean by real practice.    If I were to really teach
from this severe perspective maybe not a single person would stay here.    It would
be hard for the shika, the head monk.    So, Shika, you have to consider very care-
fully your words, how you express yourself (Shika, don’t say impudent things, it’s
necessary to think a little bit.)    It’s necessary to be able to also stand within the
perspective of a human way of talking in order to teach people.    But we also have
to be able to teach people how to obliterate the self and manifest the state of the
source.

So once more Rinzai speaks more, explains more from his kindness.    But,
sometimes it’s a little hard to follow Rinzai’s words because he was a profound
student of Buddhist technical terminology, and also of course he was Chinese, and
so he used very Chinese expressions.    Rinzai speaks of motion and no motion.
He speaks of motion as being the wind element.    We understand what motion is.
But, can we comprehend no motion?    This is something that we have to contem-
plate without mistake.    This is a difficult point for people beginning practice.    I
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speak of it all the time.    
When we talk about motion we mean a single activity, the activity of mov-

ing forward.    But, in contrast to movement there is the activity called not mov-
ing.    Both plus and minus, both going and coming are motion.    There’s an ex-
pression “doujisayou 同時作用” it means simultaneous activity (functioning).
In other words no sooner does the plus activity begin, the minus activity also be-
gins, simultaneously.    Plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata in the Sanskrit,
are antithetical activities, they’re polar, they’re contrasting, they’re in opposite di-
rections, but (so) as soon as one acts the other is acting.    

This world of ours could never come in to existence only through the ac-
tivity of advancing.    And on the personal level, we can never establish ourselves
just through the activity of advancing, just by having advancement as our content.
The world can be as it is, and we can be as we are, only because in contrast to the
activity of affirmation, there’s also an activity of negation.    Or, to explain it in an-
other way, there couldn’t be any world if there was just the activity of future, only
when there are both the activities of past and future can the world exist.    

So, in contrast to moving forward there is the activity called don’t move,
and through the influence of the activity called don’t move, the activity called
move forward, to put it in human terms, gets tired out.    According to the teaching
of Zen if we want to fathom, research, consider, the nature of our selves, and the
nature of the world in which we live, we’ll never be able to come to a resolution
unless we can acknowledge two contrasting doings.    

So in contrast to motion there is that which says don’t move, non-motion,
in other words what Rinzai calls dou 動 or movement is tatha-gata, the thus go-
ing, and what he calls non-movement, don’t move, is tatha-agata, the thus coming.
But because it’s a matter of contrast if you want to call the thus coming motion,
then in contrast to that the activity of going would be called non-motion.    So if
we call the male activity moving, then the female activity is non-moving.    If one
is constantly being hugged by one’s woman, one won’t be able to achieve what
one needs to achieve.    And conversely, it is only through the man expressing his
native manness, and through the women expressing her native (original) woman-
ness, (neither of them doing any hugging) that this human world of ours can come
about.    

So, the ultimate conclusion in the state of the source motion and non-mo-
tion repeatedly cycle back and forth, vibrate back and forth without the slightest
will or desire, entering a state of contrast, and then entering a state of oneness.
So, if I explain it this way you get interested in the source, and you’ll ask me
questions.    But, it’s difficult, so I ask you not to ask questions like that.    All you
need to do is fathom the koan that you have been actually given.    People brazenly
question about the source.      Actually to tell you the truth it’s sort of cute, but
please, take it easy.

Without any fixation motion does the activity of motionlessness.    And the
woman activity, the non-moving activity without being fixated in the woman ac-
tivity, is capable of doing the man activity.    So you won’t be able to understand
this section if you get caught up and fixated in just Rinzai’s words.    It’s a difficult
place in the text.
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So Rinzai says, the activity of motion is the activity of the wind element.
How does the activity called wind arise.    Isn’t it the case that actually wind arises
through an inter-relationship between motion and no motion.    

It’s interesting.    In contrast to motion, what does Rinzai call motionless-
ness?    He calls it the earth element, in other words the activity of becoming solid.
In other words what he’s saying is that this activity of so called non-movement is
an activity of condensing, in other words contraction.    That’s why it’s also re-
ferred to as the female activity.    Women do the activity of condensation.    And
that’s why we call woman tatha-agata, the thus coming.

Ahh, the male activity, that’s the wind.    It can cause a lot of problems be-
cause it just wants to expand.    Someone born as a man but who cannot expand,
we say that’s not a man.    A woman that cannot contract is not a woman anymore.
So having said that you should be able to understand what is being described in
this portion of the text.

But there are also cases where a man is not a man but rather manifests the
woman activity.    And in the same way, absolutely inevitably, the woman mani-
fests a situation where she’s not a woman but a man.    Why is that?    Because
people may claim I’m a man or a woman, actually originally, there are no (fix-
ated) men or women.    As long as man fixates, claiming, “I’m a man,” woman
fixates claiming, “I’m a woman,” they can never unite.    So you must realize there
is no fixated thing called man or woman.    But, a man is a man, and    woman is a
woman.    It’s just that they are not fixated as man or woman.    Neither of them
have a self-nature.    The ultimate conclusion: there is no fixation, they have no
self nature.    Originally and all along, yet when we appear in this world of the hu-
man, a man is a man, and a woman is a woman. 

Really all we need to understand is just what we’ve herd so far from Rin-
zai.    He need not say anymore.    There is no fixated thing.    There is no fixated
self.      It’s good, sure, it’s good to foster democracy.      I’m no deep student of
democracy, but I know that American democracy and French democracy are quite
different.    Are they the same?    Are they different.    You young people should
know.    Rinzai, Buddhism would say that if you have differing democracies, that’s
not real democracy.    I wonder, isn’t it true that the young people are about to
wake up to the fact    that a true democracy must be one.    So, if democracies are
different, if they have different names attached to them like America, or Russia
(or American communism, or Russian democracy) then this will be to the extrem-
ity of difference.    

People who live in cold climates have to wear lots of clothes, but people
that live right on the equator they don’t need a lot of clothes.    That’s why it is
good to have categories of democracies.    It’s okay that they’re not exactly the
same.    But if real democracy is not one, then human beings will have nothing but
wars.    So I think you will have been able to clearly grasp what he means by, “nei-
ther have self nature.”

How about it Takudo?    How about creating a brand new democracy based
on your research?

So Rinzai says, “If you face towards motion,” if you face towards, we
could define that as the activity of the male, if you face the world of the male and
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grasp the activity of the female, how is that? Rinzai asks.    If a man stands in the
position of man and tries to grasp woman, then woman will more and more and
more manifest woman.

And, conversely, the more one stands in one’s own gender, and attempts to
grasp the other gender, the more the other gender manifests itself as un-graspable.
(Then Rinzai underscores this point by repeating himself, “If you try to seize it
within motionlessness it takes a position within motion.”)    This is very difficult.

Both self and other, they are different, but they do their activity at exactly
the same time.    And what is the nature of the place where they do their activities?
Both man and woman, they live in one place of activity, share one world.    There
is no end to wars in this world of ours, but in what place does warfare arise.    Ev-
erything is in one world, isn’t it?    

So, Rinzai points out to us over and over again, we must be alert to the
fact that the man manifests facing the world of man (and tries to grasp woman),
woman manifests facing the world of woman (and tries to grasp man) simultane-
ously.    You’ll be able to understand these words when you clearly manifest the
wisdom that understands how plus and minus create the state of the source.

But  in  order  to  understand that  you have to  be able  to  pass  the koan,
“When you heard that sound, where did you go?” otherwise there is no way you
are going to understand the activity of the source.    

Likewise, you’ll never be able to understand what’s being talked about
here unless you can understand that when you see the full moon you and that full
moon together experience the entire cosmos.    I know you don’t understand what
the koans are all about.    It doesn’t matter, I understand, and you can think about
these koans as a kind of rule or form that allows you to understand how the source
works (I need you to practice thinking that koans are the foundation upon which
you can build your own experience of the truth).    

Then Rinzai goes on to use a metaphor.    Metaphorically speaking he says
“It’s like a fish in a pond.”    But that we’ll talk about tomorrow because I just
heard the sound of the bell.
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